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Russian Formalism: Literature
• Viktor Shklovsky, Boris Eikhenbaum, Boris Thomachevsky,
Roman Jakobson, ...
• Formalism, literariness, close reading
• Natural versus poetic language
• Ostrannenie: Estrangement, De/familiarization, de/
habitualisation

Russian Formalism: Literature
• Art for art’s sake? Empty formalism?
• Language, history, contingency?
• “If we start to examine the general laws of perception, we see
that as perception becomes habitual, it becomes automatic.
Thus, for example, all of our habits retreat into the area of the
unconsciously automatic [...] Habitualization devours works,
clothes, furniture, one’s wife, and the fear of war. [...] And art
exists that one may recover the sensation of life...”
Victor Shklovsky, Art as Technique
(my emphasis)

Digression: Brechtian Theatre
• Verfremdungseffekt inspired by formalism with eye on sociopolitical context
• Breaking the fourth wall
• De-familiarizing received modes of reception: Illusion and
pleasure versus pedagogy for political mobilisation in the
context of class struggle
• Focus on theatrical devices through which this effect can be
achieved
à design templates in Games Studies jargon...

Neo-Formalism: Film, Form, and
Cognitive Schemata
• Kristin Thompson, David Bordwell
• Argue against reductive notion of formalism as an art-for-art’ssake movement (without denying that such versions exist)
• Unsettling high art – pop culture distinction: Everything can
function as art, literariness is contingent
• à Contingencies: genre, history, socio-political & cultural
contexts
• Focus on formal devices behind de-familiarization and dehabitualisation of perception and cognition in film
• Cues, meaning potentials, schemata, and background in
combination enable interpretation

Neo-Formalism: Beyond
Reductionism...
“[In the reception of art] what is nonconscious in everyday mental life
becomes consciously attended to. Our schemata get shaped,
stretched, and transgressed [...] like all psychological activities,
aesthetic activity has long-range effects. Art may reinforce, or modify,
or even assault our normal perceptual-cognitive repertoire.”
David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film
“Marxists concerned with analyzing how artworks relate ideologically to
society might well use neo-formalist analysis as a basic approach to
the formal properties of art objects, concentrating on those functions
and formal devices that link art to society.”
Kirstin Thompson, Breaking the Glass Armor

Formalist Game Analysis
• Staffan Björk/Petri Lankoski:
– Language for formalist description of game mechanics and
rule systems
– Lack attention to cultural and historical background of term
formalism
– Do not connect method back to socio-political frames and
contexts
– Games-for-games’-sake?

Formalist Approaches to Games
• David Myers:
– Formalism succumbed to obscurity because it never properly
turned to the cognitive sciences to explain how exactly defamiliarization works
– Formal methods describe the devices that trigger pre-established
cognitive capacities of allegedly immutable human minds
(cognitive aesthetics)
– Literary devices respond to language-processing mechanisms in
brains
– Interactivity in games responds to cognitive processing in
general (recursive contextualization)
– Play as in-game, goal-directed activity
– De/habitualisation occurs through familiarization with game
interface (controllers) and mechanical/rule-based conventions

Formalist Approaches to Games
“Formalism remains valid only as the initial step in establishing a
relationship between aesthetics and cognition, or, more strongly
put, between codes of media and codes of brains. [...] Similarly,
the claim here is that human aesthetics is contained within the
mechanics of a human sensorium and that the study of digital
media aesthetics is essentially the study of the human
neurological system, including the cognitive functions that
process, interpret, and transform sensory data: semiosis.”
David Myers, Play Redux

Formalist Approaches to Games
David Myers (cont.):
• Lack of attention to
– contingencies of reception (avoided by reductive naturalism
based in limited version of cognitive science)
– contextual notions of play (Sicart: Potentially subversive reappropriation of non-play spaces and contexts)
– plasticity of human brain (that dynamically evolves and adapts to
whatever it is exposed to)
– the nature of interpretation as creative co-productive process
(under formal restraints)
– the de-familiarizing as well as familiarizing potentials of game
form and game play and the politics in that
– history of de/familiarization: “strangeness ebbs away in
time” (Thompson)

From Formalism to Neo-Formalism
“Formalism assumes that there are certain formal characteristics
of objects – most particularly aesthetic objects – that determine
their identity and their consequence, their essence.”
David Myers, Play Redux
“The neoformalist critic thus analyzes not a set of static formal
structures (as an ‘empty’ formalist or ‘art-for-art’s-sake’ position
might dictate), but rather, a dynamic interaction between those
structures and a hypothetical viewer’s response to them. [...] The
actual form those activities take, however, inevitably depends on
the work’s interaction with its and the viewer’s historical
contexts.”
Kristin Thompson, Breaking the Glass Armor

Steps Towards a Critical Neo-Formalist
Game Analysis
• Cultural expressions both familiarize and de-familiarize
• Potential effects are contingent upon
– formal devices (in case of games at level of mechanics, rules &
narrative)
– background/context of reception (genre, culture, play & players)
• Possible types:
– Generic de/familiarization: directed at narrative, mechanics, rules
or conventions
– Contextual de/familiarization: Connects practices and meaning
potentials emanating from formal devices to received cognitive
and perceptual schemata that over time form sedimented
regimes à critical perspective on the politics of play and games
• Relation de/familiarization ßà transgression? Does defamiliarization imply transgression?

Breaking a fourth wall: Loading screens as de/habitualizing
devices in Spec Ops: The Line (Yager 2010)

Playing with range, depth, and dominants: De-familiarization
through the hero-device in Spec Ops: The Line (Yager 2010)

Delay, closure, and effect in Spec Ops: The Line (Yager 2010)

De-familiarizing generic frames of war: Spec Ops: The Line
(Yager 2010) as meta-commentary and political articulation
“I	
  suspect	
  Yager	
  expected	
  me	
  to	
  approach	
  their	
  game	
  as	
  a	
  typical	
  shooter.	
  
Spec	
  Ops	
  asked	
  me	
  if	
  I	
  wanted	
  to	
  be	
  the	
  hero,	
  then	
  turned	
  me	
  into	
  a	
  villain	
  by	
  
the	
  end.	
  It	
  did	
  it	
  so	
  subtly,	
  so	
  carefully,	
  that	
  I	
  didn’t	
  no6ce	
  un6l	
  it	
  was	
  too	
  late.	
  
Even	
  aTer	
  commiUng	
  perhaps	
  the	
  largest	
  atrocity	
  in	
  the	
  game,	
  it	
  managed	
  to	
  
convince	
  me	
  I	
  could	
  somehow	
  correct	
  my	
  error,	
  and	
  make	
  up	
  for	
  my	
  
egregious	
  decima6on	
  of	
  innocents.	
  [...]	
  I	
  did	
  not	
  ‘beat’	
  Spec	
  Ops:	
  The	
  Line,	
  nor	
  
did	
  I	
  ‘win’	
  it.	
  I	
  merely	
  ﬁnished	
  it.	
  The	
  usual	
  sense	
  of	
  accomplishment	
  I	
  
accompany	
  with	
  the	
  comple6on	
  of	
  a	
  game	
  was	
  absent.	
  It	
  was	
  instead	
  
replaced	
  by	
  a	
  heightened	
  sense	
  of	
  self-‐awareness.”	
  
Trevor,	
  aka	
  Chicago	
  ‘Tommy	
  Gun’	
  Ted	
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